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Parsing the August 2017 Loaded
TEU Numbers
The Ports of Long Beach, Los Angeles, Oakland, and Virginia have jumped ahead of us by
posting their September container trade tallies. At Long Beach, inbound numbers swelled
by 29.5% from a year ago, an increase of 83,353 TEUs, while outbound numbers rose 4.1% or
+4,953 TEUs. Things were different at the Port of Los Angeles, where inbound TEUs were off
last August’s total by 288 TEUs (-0.07%) and outbound containers were down 16,658 TEUs
(-11.5%). Combined, the San Pedro Bay ports reported an 83,065 jump in inbound TEUs (12.4%)
and an 11,697 drop (-4.4%) in outbound TEUs. Virginia saw a 9.5% increase in outbound traffic
(+9,487 TEUs), but a 6.2% decline in inbound loads (-5,108 TEUs). Oakland’s inbound TEU count
rose 12.6% (+8,826 TEUs), but the port also recorded a 2.6% (-2,003 TEUs) decline in export
containers from last August. As ports along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts report their numbers,
we expect to see the impact of the heavy weather the ports endured in September.
Photo courtesy of the
Port of Long Beach
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Exhibit 1

August 2017 - Inbound Loaded TEUs at Selected Ports
Aug 2017

Aug 2016

% Change

Los Angeles

432,479

411,367

Long Beach

355,715
77,987

Oakland

Aug 2017 YTD

Aug 2016 YTD

% Change

5.1%

3,094,851

2,907,210

6.5%

321,625

10.6%

2,492,947

2,320,710

7.4%

78,429

-0.6%

608,570

593,844

2.5%

NWSA

119,529

118,481

0.9%

922,886

879,435

4.9%

NYNJ

320,848

304,274

5.4%

2,240,596

2,123,100

5.5%

25,564

20,820

22.8%

185,202

155,932

18.8%

Philadelphia

43,359

38,266

13.3%

313,884

285,569

9.9%

113,188

107,268

5.5%

672,092

654,347

2.7%

78,083

77,223

1.1%

638,405

586,261

8.9%

Georgia

164,496

152,341

8.0%

1,228,277

1,100,234

11.6%

Jaxport

26,765

20,765

28.9%

194,920

163,729

19.1%

Port Everglades

27,798

25,336

9.7%

242,565

224,256

8.2%

Miami

49,476

43,596

13.5%

352,447

356,504

-1.1%

New Orleans

23,333

17,112

36.4%

165,880

178,158

-6.9%

Houston

76,889

79,849

-3.7%

681,511

567,528

20.1%

145,523

139,682

4.2%

1,102,630

994,204

10.9%

Maryland
Virginia
South Carolina

Vancouver
Prince Rupert
Manzanillo
Lazaro Cardenas

49,947

38,884

28.5%

341,001

303,853

12.2%

110,659

101,913

8.6%

820,676

745,317

10.1%

57,933

54,434

6.4%

358,978

345,485

3.9%
Source Individual Ports
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Inbound loaded container traffic in August. The five major
U.S. West Coast (USWC) container ports – Los Angeles,
Long Beach, Oakland, Tacoma, and Seattle -- collectively
handled 55,808 more inbound TEUs in August than they
did in August 2016 for a year-over-year gain of 6.0%.
Growth was held back by a meager 0.9% increase in
inbound traffic at the Northwest Seaport Alliance Ports of
Seattle and Tacoma and by a 0.6% dip at Oakland. North
of the border, Vancouver and Prince Rupert combined to
post a healthy 9.5% gain (+16,904 TEUs). South of the
border, the Ports of Manzanillo and Lazaro Cardenas saw
a 7.8% increase (+12,145 TEUs).
On other coasts, the ports we track mostly posted solid
year-over-year gains in August, despite the arrival of
Hurricane Harvey toward the end of the month. Virginia
was up 5.5% (+5,920 TEUs). Maryland was up 13.3%
(+5,093 TEUs) over August 2016. While Houston’s import
traffic understandably slipped by 3.7% (-2,960 TEUs).

Exhibit 2

While the Georgia Port Authority reported an 8.0%
gain (+12,155 TEUs), the South Carolina Port Authority
recorded a 1.1% increase (+860 TEUs).
On the export loaded TEU side, the Big Five USWC ports
handled 48,092 fewer outbound TEUs this August than
they had a year earlier, a decline of 10.1%. Only, the Port of
Los Angeles (+4.0% or +6,192 TEUs) saw export growth.
Meanwhile, the two British Columbia ports saw their
outbound trades decline by 7.16% (-7,568 TEUs). The
two Pacific Coast Mexican ports we track saw a 1.3% rise
(+1,151TEUs) in August exports. East/Gulf Coast ports
were mixed with year-over-year gains at Philadelphia
(+31.5% or 6,853 TEUs) and at Miami (+23.9% or 9,656
TEUs), but also declines at Virginia (off 10.7% or 9,001
TEUs) and, not surprisingly, Houston (-23.0% or -17,576
TEUs).
Continued

August 2017 - Outbound Loaded TEUs at Selected Ports
Aug 2017

Aug 2016

% Change

Aug 2017 YTD

Aug 2016 YTD

Los Angeles

159,197

153,005

4.0%

1,296,492

1,164,741

% Change
11.3%

Long Beach

117,290

159,247

-26.3%

955,216

1,038,516

-8.0%

Oakland

77,055

83,063

-7.2%

612,075

618,108

-1.0%

NWSA

76,614

82,933

-7.6%

616,957

625,523

-1.4%

NYNJ

125,312

118,306

5.9%

929,666

903,829

2.9%

Philadelphia

28,621

21,768

31.5%

188,112

157,589

19.4%

Maryland

19,692

19,514

0.9%

160,711

156,877

2.4%

Virginia

75,430

84,431

-10.7%

672,092

654,347

2.7%

South Carolina

64,959

65,220

-0.4%

534,234

492,207

8.5%

Georgia

109,243

109,218

0.0%

916,152

859,180

6.6%

Jaxport

35,787

33,249

7.6%

269,047

252,021

6.8%

Port Everglades

38,696

33,570

15.3%

288,713

265,996

8.5%

Miami

50,070

40,414

23.9%

347,890

345,338

0.7%

New Orleans

33,282

21,200

57.0%

200,519

187,027

7.2%

Houston

58,931

76,507

-23.0%

652,990

624,738

4.5%

Vancouver

85,380

93,293

-8.5%

735,838

718,106

2.5%

Prince Rupert

14,252

13,907

2.5%

103,974

111,337

-6.6%

Manzanillo

68,681

65,024

5.6%

515,377

456,899

12.8%

Lazaro Cardenas

20,785

23,291

-10.8%

136,403

154,459

-11.7%
Source Individual Ports
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August Year-to-Date Total TEUs (Loaded and Empty) Handled at Selected Ports

2017 YTD

9.0%

2016 YTD

6,000,000

Source: Individual Ports
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6.6%
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10.9%
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1.4%
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1,000,000

4.8%

-1.5%
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9.6%

17.4%

19.1% 0.3%

0

Looking at U.S. Commerce Department value and weight
trade statistics, USWC ports saw a 1.3% increase in
containerized import tonnage over last August but saw
their share of mainland U.S. containerized import tonnage
rise to 40.7% for the month, an increase over their 38.7%
share in July and from their 39.7% share in August 2016.
By declared value, USWC ports held a 50.1% share of
containerized imports at U.S. mainland ports in August,
up from 49.2% in July and slightly up from their 49.6%
share in August of last year.
By declared weight of the containerized exports, USWC
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ports saw a 6.2% drop in tonnage from August 2016.
USWC ports’ share of containerized export tonnage in
August stood at 39.9%, up from 39.1% a month earlier but
down from a 41.6% share in August 2016. By declared
value, USWC ports had a 34.3% share of containerized
exports from mainland ports in August, up from 33.4% in
July but down from their 35.1% share a year ago.
The Transpacific Trade. Now looking solely at the
Transpacific containerized trade, USWC ports’ share of the
declared weight of the contents of containerized imports
arriving at mainland ports from East Asia increased
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slightly in August to 59.3% from 58.6% in July but was still
lower than the 60.3% share the port held in August 2016.
USWC ports held a 69.0% share of the declared value of
containerized imports arriving at mainland ports from
East Asia, up from 67.8% in July and from 68.5% in August
2016.
For containerized exports to East Asia from mainland
ports, the USWC share by declared weight increased to
63.0% in August from 61.9% in July and from 61.6% in
August 2016. On a value basis, the USWC share in August
was 68.5%, up from 67.1% in July but identical to their
share last August.
Worldwide Destinations and Origins. By declared
weight, China is by far the biggest destination of USWC
containerized exports with a 33.7% share in August, down
from its 37.5% share a year ago. Japan was second
with a 12.2% share, up from 10.8% a year earlier. South
Korea held a 10.0% share (up from 9.2% last year). Taiwan
saw its share grow to 8.7% from 7.6% last August, while
exports to Indonesia edged up to a 5.5% share of USWC
exports from 5.4% a year earlier.

China hogged the import trade via USWC ports with a
54.4% share of containerized tonnage in August, down
slightly from its 55.0% share in August 2016. Japan came
second with a 5.3% of import tonnage, down from 5.4%
share a year earlier. Trailing behind were Vietnam (4.7%,
up from 4.3%), Taiwan (4.1%, down from 4.5%), and South
Korea (3.5%, down from 3.7%).
About that anxiety over scrap paper exports. A recent
article in the national press drew attention to a Chinese
decision to restrict imports of scrap paper, metals,
and plastics. One item, scrap paper (HS 4707), was of
particular concern because it fills so many backhaul
containers to China. So far this year, 16.8% of the
containerized export tonnage from USWC ports has been
scrap paper. New Chinese restrictions aimed at improving
the quality of scrap imports may eventually have a
material impact on containerized shipments from USWC
and other U.S. ports. But August saw little change in the
trade. In fact, HS 4707 exports from the USWC in August
were up 4.8% from July, despite a slender 1.0% drop in
shipments to China.

Photo courtesy of the Port of Long Beach
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Jock O’Connell’s Commentary:

There exists a February 2005 San Pedro Bay container
forecast that remarks on the “continuing growth in
average ship size from approximately 3,700 TEUs in 2004
to 5,800 TEUs by 2020.”

I

This September, the Port of Los Angeles reported 88
vessel visits averaging 8,679 TEUs per ship. Should CMA
CGM revisit its earlier intention to deploy a half-dozen
18,000 TEU ships of the MS Benjamin Franklin class
to Asia-North America routes by 2020, it’s conceivable
average ship size could swell to nearly twice the size the
2005 report expected.
Long-range forecasting (that is, anything beyond 3-5
years) is rife with risks. I suspect those producing such
forecasts derive perverse comfort from John Maynard
Keyes famous admonition that, in the long-run, we’re all
dead. For what Keynes reminds us is that neither the
forecasters nor their clients are likely to be around to see
if that 20-year forecast proved accurate in the end.
To be fair, the 2005 San Pedro Bay report did foresee
10,000 TEU ships arriving at the ports by 2015 and
even considered the prospects of vessels as capacious
as 18,000 TEUs eventually turning up at the Southern
California ports. What the forecast failed to anticipate,
however, was the alacrity with which major shipping lines
would test the boundaries of marine engineering (not to
mention the nerve of their bankers).
To be fairer still, the 2005 forecast reflected the dominant
thinking within the maritime industry at the time. During
a visit I made to Panama three years ago to tour the
construction of the expanded route through the isthmus,
I asked Panama Canal Authority officials why they had
settled on the dimensions of the new set of locks. They
told me that, before drawing up the blueprints a decade
earlier, they had canvassed the shipping industry on the
question of size. The consensus opinion was that vessels
capable of carrying 10,000 TEUs were probably as large
as would use the canal for the foreseeable future.
Fortunately, the Panamanians wisely decided to dig
deeper and wider.

Jock O’Connell in the Cocoli Locks segment of the expanded Panama Canal, November 2014.

The Pitfalls of Prophecy

appreciate that economists have never been held in the
highest regard. One favorite canard aimed our way is that
the purpose of economic forecasting is to make astrology
look sensible. My own dear mother was immensely
troubled when I told her I’d won a scholarship to the
London School of Economics. Oh lord, she said, don’t let
the neighbors know.
Yet forecasts are an inescapable requirement in virtually
every endeavor, all the more so when vast resources are
being marshalled for major infrastructure projects – like
transitioning the San Pedro Bay ports to zero-emission
cargo handling equipment.
Continued
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Continued

In past issues of this newsletter and on the op-ed
pages of several newspapers, we have raised serious
concerns about the feasibility of plans to further reduce
air emissions from the San Pedro Bay ports that have in
the past decade slashed emissions by as much as 96%.
In last month’s issue, this commentary brought up the
likelihood that the enormous cost of cutting emissions to
zero would prompt shippers to accelerate the diversion
of discretionary cargos away from California’s maritime
gateways.
What we have not discussed is the assumption, baked
into the latest Clean Air Action Plan from the Ports of
Los Angeles and Long Beach, that container volumes will
continue to grow through the next couple of decades.
The truth is that long-term forecasts are inherently
unstable, balanced as they are on range of assumptions
about the relationship between economic expansion
and the volume of international merchandise trade,
demographic changes, shifts in trade policies, new
manufacturing technologies, climate change, etc. Even
the most carefully calibrated forecasts degrade over time
and should properly come with the kind of “Best Used By”
labels commonly found on packaged foods. Perhaps the
most instructive, if humbling exercise planners should
undertake before embracing any forecast that looks
out, say, 20 years or more is to go back in time the same
number of years and itemize every major development
that (a) could not have reasonably been anticipated but
that (b) had materially changed the way we live, work, and
conduct trade.

Twenty years ago, the largest container vessel afloat
was the Susan Maersk, an 8,000 TEU behemoth. Last
month, CMA CGM and MSC placed orders for no fewer
than 22,000 TEU ships. While those ships are destined for
Asia-Europe routes, their introduction into shipping line
fleets will ultimately result in more 14,000-18,000 TEU
ships being cascaded to the Asia-North America trade.
Needless to say, no one in 2005 expected the very steep
trajectory by which container ship sizes have soared.
To end on an optimistic note, I should point out that
this is not the first time in history when large ships have
threatened to overwhelm seaports. Some two thousand
years ago, a massive wooden vessel made its way from
Egypt to the Roman port of Ostia carrying blocks of
granite intended for a monument in Rome. So large was
the ship that it drew crowds from the city. One observer,
Pliny the Elder, later described the scene in his Naturalis
Historia: “Qua nave nihil admirabilius visum in mari certum
est…Longitudo spatium obtinuit magna ex parte Ostiensis
portus latere laevo.”*

* It is certain that nothing more wonderful than this ship
has ever been seen on the sea…its length took up a large
part of the left side of the harbor of Ostia.

Jock’s comments are his own and do not necessarily
represent the views of PMSA.

Who, in 1997 for example, could have foreseen that
China’s GDP would increase ten-fold by today? And while
cell phones existed, none of them would be particularly
smart until the introduction in 2007 of the iPhone. In
1997, Amazon was still largely a seller of books and had
yet to help usher in a new era of e-commerce and its
disruptive impact on both retailing and transportation
logistics. And then there were those ships being made
ever larger.
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A Decade of No Growth and Lost Marketshare Hangs Over the Ports of LA and
Long Beach, the CAAP Update, and the Potential for New State Regulations
By Mike Jacob,
Vice President and General Counsel, Pacific Merchant Shipping Association
No one is happier to see container throughput volumes hit
new record highs in 2017 than the tenant marine terminals and ocean carriers who have suffered through the
past decade of lost growth in San Pedro Bay. The good
news is that the Ports of LA and Long Beach are on a
growth clip this year which will finally eclipse their previous all-time record high container throughput volume of
15,759,218 TEUs.
The bad news is that the previous record peak came over
10 years ago, in 2006.
2006 wasn’t just a busy year on the docks. It was also
when the California Air Resources Board (CARB) adopted
its Goods Movement Emission Reduction Plan. The plan
was adopted with tremendous urgency, as the state “expect[ed] to see almost a doubling of trade by 2010 and a
tripling by 2020.” CARB then acted to arrest the anticipated correlated increase in air emissions from this growth at
the Ports, and adopted the most sweeping and aggressive
suite of waterfront emissions regulations in the world.
Also at this time, and also in anticipation of future emissions impacts, the Ports of LA and Long Beach developed
their first iteration of the Clean Air Action Plan. The CAAP
was a series of measures meant to break through the
political stalemates facing the Ports regarding investment
and growth so long as the issue of degraded air quality was
left unresolved, and the CAAP went even further and more
aggressive than CARB to address waterfront emissions.
As a result of these unprecedented efforts by CARB and
the Ports in the original CAAP, the Ports have reported
unprecedented successes in improved port Air Quality: for
example, drayage truck and marine terminal operator’s
combined Diesel Particulate Matter emissions are down
96% from 2005, ocean-going vessel SOx emissions are
down 98% from 2005, and overall port operations NOx
emissions are down 57%. These are tremendous successes, and they are rightfully celebrated by the maritime
industry, the ports, and the state.
But, before we go running headlong into the next round
of CARB rulemaking or adopt the proposed CAAP update

proposed by the Ports, these successes must be put in
the context of growth. Or to be more precise, the lack of
growth.
Recall CARB’s projected rates of growth, whereby container volumes in the state would double by 2010 and triple
by 2020; these rates anticipated that the Ports of LA and
Long Beach would have expanded from volumes of 15.8
million TEUs in 2006 to approximately 30.4 million TEUs
in 2016.
When the Ports of LA and Long Beach adopted the CAAP
in 2006, they weren’t just at their TEU volume peak, they
were also at their peak of total marketshare. The San Pedro Bay ports in 2006 moved 35.5% of all containers in the
United States and 30.7% of all containers in North America. And, the trend was that this would continue to grow,
as San Pedro Bay had increased its U.S. and North American marketshare nearly every year from 1993 – 2006.
The actual San Pedro Bay port complex volume in 2016,
of 15.6 million TEUs was almost the same as the volume
handled by the ports in 2006. This was not what was predicted or expected:
l
l

l

2016’s 15.6 million TEUs are -48% below CARB’s projections for 2016.
Actual 2016 San Pedro Bay ports’ U.S. marketshare:
32.1%. -11% drop from the ports’ U.S. marketshare in
2006.
Actual 2016 San Pedro Bay ports’ North American
marketshare: 26%. -18% drop below the ports’ North
American marketshare in 2006.

In terms of overall container volumes the San Pedro Bay
port complex underperformed the CARB projections by
14.8 million TEUs. And, when compared to 2006 marketshare, the San Pedro Bay ports lost 1.6 million TEUs to
competitors across the U.S. and lost 2.8 million TEUs to
competitors across North America.
To evaluate the economic impacts and consequences of
these losses of cargo volume, we can rely on the
“Economic Impacts of the Port of Los Angeles” study
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A Decade of No Growth

Continued

prepared by the Port of LA in 2007, which was also based
on 2006 data and a baseline business operation which
handled 8.5 million TEUs (remember, this was just for
one side of the harbor). The Port Economic Impact Study
attributed to the Port’s Marine Teminal Operations economic impacts of 1.1 million total jobs, $45 billion in total
personal income and consumption, $159.8 billion of total
economic activity, $1.9 billion in local purchases, and $5.1
billion in total state and local taxes. To get a rough estimate of the cumulative impacts for both San Pedro Bay
ports, including the economic impact Port of Long Beach,
double these numbers.
Annualized per TEU, these Economic Impacts as of 2006
in the Port of LA were:
l 1 total job for every 8 TEUs (0.125 jobs/TEU)
l 1 local job for every 70 TEUs (0.014 jobs/TEU)
l $230 in local purchases per TEU
l $600 in state and local taxes per TEU
l $5,316 in total income and consumption per TEU
l $18,869 in total economic activity per TEU
Applying these yard sticks to the total loss of marketshare by San Pedro Bay ports as of 2016 to all North
American competitors when compared to 2006, a diversion of a total 2.8 million TEUs, the resulting costs to the
local economy are staggering:
l
l
l

40,000 jobs created somewhere other than in
Southern California
$642.5 million fewer local purchases in Southern California
$1.7 billion lost in state and local tax revenues in California

Moving forward, there are also additional environmental
impacts associated with cargo diversion which need to be
accounted for. For example, a recent study completed for
PMSA confirmed that, in addition to the usage of California ports resulting in a tremendous reduction of localized criteria pollutants linked to public health and smog
impacts, cargo utilization of West Coast ports resulted in
significant reductions in total Greenhouse Gas emissions
when compared to that same cargo utilizing Gulf and East
Coast ports. In short, there is a GHG Emissions benefit to
using West Coast ports.
On average, greenhouse gas emissions are 24% higher
when shippers bypass the San Pedro Bay for East Coast
or Gulf Coast ports. These emissions are 31% higher for
shipments from Asia to US Gulf Coast ports via the Pan-

ama Canal. Therefore, loss of marketshare by the Ports
of LA and Long Beach to non-west coast competitors will
result in greater climate change impacts and higher GHG
emissions.
Moreover, the environmental consequences of diversion
are not limited to Greenhouse Gasses. As the industry,
ports, and regulators contemplate the next generation of
cargo handling equipment technology, there has been one
point of consensus amongst all the parties: the transition
to a zero and near-zero waterfront in Southern California
will inevitably cost over $10 billion. Neither the state nor
the ports have the cash, internal financing capacity, or any
other identified and viable sources of funding for this transition at this scale. This leaves the industry and private
financing as the only logical sources for the huge cash
infusion which will be necessary able to facilitate the new,
large and unprecedented capital costs associated with
this program.
Of course, the traditional basis upon which to underwrite
such massive new debt would be the new marginal revenues associated with growth in the business seeking the
new round of financing. But that’s exactly what we just
spent an entire decade without.
The unfortunate fact is that we all collectively lost the
battle of 2006-2016 in the war of Port competitiveness
and the resulting lack of additional cargo has real world
consequences – both economic and environmental.
These conditions must be honestly appraised, soberly
analyzed, exhaustively evaluated, and frankly discussed
by regulators, ports, and public officials before embarking
on the next round of updates to the existing CARB regulatory suite and CAAP efforts. Should we continue to fail to
grow, then we will very likely perpetuate poverty for thousands of Californians by failing to create good blue-collar
jobs, we will keep billions of dollars from circulating in the
local economy and onto our tax rolls, and we will increase
GHG emissions in the process.
One old adage says that those who fail to study history
are doomed to repeat it. Another says that the road to hell
is paved with good intentions. Let’s not avoid the conversation about marketshare, realistic projections, port competitiveness, and necessity for growth, otherwise we know
where we are headed and how we will get there – because
we’ve seen it all before.
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Container Dwell Time Decreases In September
San Pedro Bay Weighted Average Inbound Laden Container Dwell Time in Days
TEUs
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